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The Search for 1983's World of  Cricket 
Sticker Album Heroes 

By Matt Appleby 

Key features 

• Untold warm, funny and tragic stories of 17 childhood 
hero county players who were tracked down by the author 

• An insightful journey through a pivotal season 

• The players talk candidly about then and now, painting a 
vivid picture of how cricket has changed over a generation 

• Richly illustrated with unique colour pictures   

•   By award-winning author and journalist Matthew 
Appleby, who wrote the critically acclaimed How to Be a 
Cricket Fan (Pitch Publishing, 2023) 

•  Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers, 
websites, podcasts and magazines 

 

 Description 

Lost Cricket Stickers brings you the inside story of the 1983 cricket season, locating lost heroes and discovering their journeys with the help 
of a Panini sticker album. 1983 was a pivotal year for cricket. India won the World Cup and England lost to New Zealand at home, both 
for the first time. There was a 35-minute century and a 14 all out. Yorkshire came bottom of the Championship (and won the John 
Player League), while South Africa tour rebels, banned from playing for England, dominated the county game. Thatcher won a landslide 
election victory post-Falklands. This is a warm, funny and insightful tale of tracking down a fondly remembered player from each county, 
each with his unique take on then and now. The book is based on the only cricket sticker album of the era. Four decades on, the county 
game has transformed. The Hundred and video analysis have replaced the John Player League and pub sessions after a long day in the 
field. But is that for better or worse?   
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